89 eagle premier

This model was manufactured in the then-brand new Brampton Assembly in Canada. Chrysler
Corporation bought the rights to the Premier when it acquired Renault's outstanding shares in
AMC in , and began selling the car under the new Eagle marque. The four-door sedan was
manufactured from September for the model year until December for the model year. A
rebadged variant was also marketed as the Dodge Monaco from to In American Motors and
Renault , a major shareholder in AMC since , began work on a new downsized full-size
front-drive passenger car, code named X, for introduction in late Rather than engineer a
completely new chassis for the Premier the then-new Renault 25 's monocoque underpinnings
were used as a basis and adapted for the new product. The exterior by Giorgetto Giugiaro 's
Italdesign was picked over other concepts generated by AMC's own styling department and
other independent firms. The Premier's body's drag coefficient of 0. The car's trunk capacity
was also large, offering The Eagle also featured new technology to improve luminous efficiency
of its headlamp system, afford greater styling freedom, and having a rectangular frontal aspect.
Stretched in all dimensions, the Premier provided more interior room than any of its
contemporaries. It also included features that were considered unique at the time. The
instrument panel featured "a heavy dose of electronics", [13] with all driver controls housed
within a fingertip distance from the steering wheel. It used an unusual dash mounted gear
selector with a thin metal lever at the end of which was a grip handle; instead if the gear
selector shifting downward in the traditional fashion, the lever dropped into the dash pod in
which it was mounted. The climate controls used an unusual up-down button that cycled
through the different heating modes, indicated by an array of lights. All of these controls were
housed in a control panel on the right side of the steering column. On the left side of the column
another control contained the light and windshield wiper controls. The turn signal control was
also electronic returning to its centered position immediately after a driver signaled a turn, and
a gong indicated its cancellation after completing a turn. Other features included intermittent
wipers, as well as automatic variable-speed that adjusted wiper speed to the amount of water
that hit the windshield; with less moisture, the slower they would move, but increasing their
action if a passing truck splashed the windshield with a large amount of water. There was a
choice of two powertrains. Eschewing the Renault 25's French-built four-cylinder engines, the
base Premier LX trim featured a standard 2. Optional in the LX and standard in ES models was a
3. The Eagle Premier was described as "a world class car" by automotive journalists, in addition
to its international origins with an Italian design and Canadian assembly. It has the most
powerful conventional engines in its field, state-of-the-art electronics with a first-ever feature,
and is made in the newest assembly plant in the world. The Eagle Premier was launched in
January , with the first production models rolling off the assembly line on September 28,
Pre-production prototypes left the factory with Renault emblems on its grille and wheel covers.
Prior to its January launch, all pre-production cars had the Renault emblem removed from the
grille and steering column horn hub pad. Depending on which stereo system was ordered, one
would find either a Renault or Eagle emblem in the car through on the stereo. It was to have
been the first bodystyle in a series of three, along with a four-door wagon and a two-door
coupe. Map pockets were standard in the front seat backs. The standard four-speed automatic
transmissions were operated using a column shifter. The ES models included lower body side
cladding, a firmer suspension and larger "touring" tires, as well as individual front bucket seats
with adjustable see-through headrests and a full-length console with center armrest. The ES
models had seating for five adults. The second model year the Premier saw almost no other
changes except for the addition of cruise control and the mid-year introduction of an ES Limited
model featuring monochromatic paint and body colored trim. The "sporty" two-door companion
model that was announced by Iacocca for this model year to "get the Eagle soaring" with new
products and a "brand personality that's unique In the Premier was substantially reengineered.
Standard were 4-wheel disc brakes and a stainless steel exhaust system. The electrical system
was replaced with standard Chrysler parts that proved to be more reliable than the original
Renix system. A badge engineered version of the Premier was added using a familiar Chrysler
name, the Dodge Monaco, a moniker that was first used by Dodge in and last used in on a
full-size, rear-drive sedan. Because of its design "as up-to-date as anything in the mid-sized
market" the Premier now became the foundation for Chrysler's next generation of automobiles.
The model year had little news for the Premier except for a new anti-lock braking system ABS
that was also available on the Canadian-built Dodge Monaco twin. The marketplace saw a
downturn and all automakers began offering incentives to move inventory. The Eagle Premier
and its badge engineered variant, the Dodge Monaco, continued basically unchanged for , [27]
except every model received the grille and tail lamps that were only on the Limited in The Eagle
brand targeted consumers that would not typically include purchasing an American sedan, "but
would have instead sought out a Volvo or an Audi. Popular Science , in a four-car road test,

considered the Premier one of the sportiest sedans by measure of road holding and drive
precision available on the American market. It benefited from decades of Renault experience
with front-wheel-drive, and a good example will still impress even today. The original
projections were to have annual production of , Premiers. Critics have argued that Chrysler did
not properly market the Premier, having confused its intended market. Chrysler also ended up
with six different brands after the purchase of AMC, just one less than GM, which was four
times as large automaker. For example, the vehicle identification number for the entire model
year production retained AMC format. The introduction of a rebadged model named Dodge
Monaco resulted from a contractual obligation to use , of the PRV engines over five years, a
clause in the AMC buyout from Renault. The Monaco sold poorly, and both it and the Premier
were cancelled in There was little marketing support for the Premier by the Jeep-Eagle dealers
themselves because they were focused on selling the highly successful and more profitable
Jeep models. Furthermore, the decision to eventually combine Jeep-Eagle with
Chrysler-Plymouth dealers called for the long-term corporate goal of phasing out the Eagle
brand. There were , Premiers and Monacos built at Bramalea. Chrysler paid a penalty for every
car not produced and V6 engine not purchased from Renault. A new, "highly advanced" factory
called Bramalea Assembly was built to manufacture the Premier at Bramalea. This state of the
art plant was opened in and was one of AMC's assets that interested Chrysler. It was renamed
Brampton Assembly after the buyout. Brampton Assembly was retooled for the production of
the Chrysler LH-cars that debuted in autumn of , including the Premier's replacement, the Vision
, and the Vision's sister vehicles, the Dodge Intrepid and the Chrysler Concorde. Although the
cab forward styling was quite different, the engines in the LH cars were mounted longitudinally ,
like the Premier. This was "a hallmark of Renault 's front-wheel-drive designs" and unlike any
other car built by Chrysler to that time. The Premier's body shell was used for LH prototype
development mules , under which the LH drivetrain was tested. Although only a four-door
sedan, the Premier could be a "future classic" according to automotive journalist, Dan Roth, as
"one of the best American cars of the last 20 years, able to hold its own against luxury
European marques, and being a caretaker of the last AMC car Jeeps aren't cars! From
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while, however, one appears on Craigslist. This one looks pretty good. Who knows. Do many
people remember the Premier, let alone the entire Eagle brand? The interior photo is of typical
Craigslist style â€” low-resolution and half out of frame. But my, those leather seats still look
nice after all these years. In fact, the whole car looks in decent shape except for some scuffs
and the inevitable yellowing of the composite headlights. I love an underdog and the Eagle

Premier certainly qualifies. As this is the flagship ES Limited, that means the
longitudinally-mounted 3. Mated to a four-speed ZF automatic, the 3. Unfortunately, all Premiers
had the same strange column-mounted pods with headlight and climate controls. It was
puzzling placement and the Premier was soundly criticized for this and other ergonomic
missteps. Sure, it undercut European and Japanese rivals it ostensibly targeted but it was
priced up against some fully-loaded domestic competitors. Though some were reliable, there
have been plenty of stories about transmission failures and electrical gremlins. Sales were
initially adequate but tumbled â€” people were much more willing to buy a Ford Taurus. The
Premier was a risky purchase new and time has only made it more so, considering parts
availability. I checked the ad, if for no other reason to see where Wisteria was. I thought I had an
encyclopedic knowledge of California place names but this appears to be one of those Open
Street Map artifacts from another century; perhaps this was once the location of a stagecoach
stop under the shade of a spreading wisteria vine. This one is not likely to be in Premier
condition. I would think this would be a selling point. Most of these never lasted long enough
for the drivers seat to wear out. These pictures remind me why this car was a no to so many. It
was too European for Americans and too American or maybe just too French for those who
preferred Euro cars. A column gearshift? If this car had a really robust drivetrain, then I could
see becoming a member of this oddball little club. But it did not. The engine sucked and the
transmission sucked. The only way around this was via the AMC 4 which would have been a
thoroughly underpowered dog. Could you even get a manual? If so, could there have been more
than about 9 of them built? A Chrysler 3. But this one is just its own little oddball thing. These
pictures also work hard to obscure the automatic seat belts. I keep forgetting about those, just
one more reason to steer clear of cars on a couple of years either side of And why just have
empty space on the console where the floor shifter would have gone instead of a compartment
or cup holder? I think Eagle should have just rebadged the original Renault 25 which was much
more attractive, and had a convenient hatchback despite having a notchback profile. The
Premier looked dated even when it was new, and the proportions especially the long front
overhang and blunt front end just looked wrong to my eye. Not that I think it would have sold
much better; buyers were scared of anything Renault-related after the Alliance and the
homegrown Mopars like the Dynasty with proven K-car bits were a safer purchase, and sales
reflected that. I rented one of these from Thrifty a Chrysler subsidiary then in the slums of
Chester, PA near the Philadelphia airport. Its French roots showed. The ride was soft, in a
boulevard-like way unlike the Ford Taurus. But it handled well in normal driving; though no
parking lot slalom trials were attempted. The oddball controls were OK once familiarized over a
couple of days, and my daily driver at the time, a Mercury Sable, had a column shift, so no issue
there. All things considered a good case could be made that this car was somewhat ahead of its
time. Look at some, heck most, automatic transmission gear selectors on new cars. Is a column
mounted shifter all that bad? And the controls on their pods each side of the steering wheel?
Better or worse than the multitude of buttons on the steering wheel of new cars? But it could be
argued it was ahead there, too. The buttons were in the same place all the time. I really hate
Craigslist. Does it cost more to use commas or is there just a comma shortage in that town? At
least the exterior shots are OK! Sucks for those people that used it as intended all along but
overall a positive in the long term I think. I had one of these during my senior year in high
school I loved it! Non car People had no idea what it was and most thought it was an Audi I
never had a problem with it. My father owned Saabs and always took his cars to a European car
mechanic. I had absolutely no problems with it. I traded it on a Eagle Talon. The European
perspective. Renault does not make durable big cars and never has. They only ever sell in
penny numbers outside of France, because they are usually total crap. The depreciation on a
big Renault was precipitous to the point where people just gave up buying them new. The 25
was a good effort, and at first sold strongly but soon reverted to type with a multitude of
problems, the rate of attrition was atrocious. Basing a car on the 25, and aiming it at the U. S
market seems like a bad joke. According to the California Smog Check Database, this car has a
bit of a history of having trouble passing the emissions check in the past. This year it passed on
the first try but in it took three tries, was ok, but in took three tries as well. I like using the
database to see if my old cars are still on the road in CA as the plate stays with the car. Yes I get
really bored sometimesâ€¦. So no console. Not sure if the buckets were available at first or
added as an option later. According to Wikipedia, the electrical system was replaced with
Chrysler bits for the model year, and they all got four wheel disc brakes. So a or 91 would be the
one to get, if anyone ever found one. The fiirst thing i thought was the old joke about having two
bad cars and having to decide which car would tow the other. I had 92 Dodge Monaco as a used
car. It was a nightmare. Nothing but problemsâ€¦ It had all the demons of a crap VW with even
less parts support. It has soured me any Mopar since. Great comments from everyone! I was

drawn to the styling, smooth ride and spacious interior. After a year of driving, i realized the
most valauble asset was the ,00 bumper to bumper warranty. I went thru 3 transmissions and
two sets of CV joints in 60, miles. The paint started peeling after it was 2 years old. Eagle
covered for it to be repainted. My wife is a patient woman. To this day, she has never forgiven
me. My advise, stick with a jeep. I still have the jeep with , miles. All my kids have driven it. And
its still used as a backup and hauling the canoe to the river. Your email address will not be
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featured car, the Premier, was derived from a French sedan, styled by an Italian and, to top it off,
built by Canadians in Bramalea, Ontario. At the time of its initial development, Renault had a
stake in-and later wholly owned-AMC. With a view to offering a full line up of vehicles, AMC
sought to develop a modern, front wheel drive, flagship. Project X58 was thus born, and Renault
already had a suitable donor car in the recently developed 25 that could be modified to suit the
directive. A pair of companion models consisting of a two door sedan as well as a station
wagon were also planned but never made it to production. Famed designer Giorgetto Giugiaro
lead the ItalDesign team and their bid was ultimately selected. As a side note, while the Premier
looked Volvo-boxy, its drag coefficient of 0. It was a solid effort, definitely in keeping with times
and the seats in particular received praise for their superior comfort. There were some rumbles
about the quality of materials when new, but our junkyard examples seems to have held up
amazingly well. This higher trim ES model sports optional leather with a center console, but
lower trim versions could be equipped for six passengers. Rocker switches for the ventilation
system mounted on pods which flanked the steering column were probably the only big
ergonomic misstep. Or perhaps for its role in making the Volvo a less reliable version of the
tank-like On paper the V6 engines slightly bettered the Mitsubishi V6 engines already in use at
Chrysler with hp 5, rpm and lb-ft 3, rpm. A ZF four speed automatic with overdrive was clear
step up from the three speeds used elsewhere at Chrysler and gave the Premier reasonable
performance with mph coming in 10 seconds flat. Unfortunately neither the engine nor the
gearbox had a stellar service record. An AMC 2. Suspension on the Premier was all independent
with the front receiving MacPherson struts and the rear, a four trailing arm system with
transverse torsion bars. To control body roll stabilizer bars were standard front and rear.
Steering was a powered rack and pinion system. Initially, brakes were discs up front and drums
in the rear but was later changed to a four wheel disc configuration. The rear disc brakes were
later re-used on the Viper. The new car was initially dubbed the Renault Premier and were even
sold as such before Chrysler purchased AMC from Renault and rebranded their cars. Chrysler
found itself in a quandary over how to market the other car designs acquired in the takeover
and their solution the establish an entirely new brand, Eagle. First year sales showed some
promise with 50k units moved but this rapidly dropped off soon after. It could have been lack of
marketing, brand confusion or the stench of failure from previous French cars, but while the
Premier had good driving dynamics and a spacious interior, it never really found its place in the
market. For , the sportier looking ES Limited with a monochromatic color scheme and well
integrated body kit was introduced. Unfortunately it offered no performance advantage or
manual gearbox option, although the suspension was mildly tuned for better handling. Chrysler
had a contractual obligation to take a specified number of Renault V6 engines and for , dropped
the four cylinder and introduced a badge engineered Dodge Monaco variant in hopes of shifting
a few more units. Differing only in a few optional paint colors and a different grill, the Monaco
sold just as poorly. In an attempt to address quality complaints, Chrysler made a host of
improvements for , including the substitution of Chrysler parts for Renault ones, and tweaked
transmissions to smooth out shifting as well as improve cooling. The later examples tend to be
very well equipped, which is a nice bonus. Plans to develop a new line of large cars based on
yet another up-sized, K-based platform were mercifully abandoned for a design based on the
decidedly more advanced Premier. These became the LH series cars , which featured the same
longitudinal engine placement and front suspension design. In a rather favorable twist of fate,
the people behind the Premier were unsuccessful in saving AMC, but achieved something even
bigger in transforming an indifferent Detroit company. My vote was for a Monaco or Grand

Marquis â€” as if that had any influence. They purchased the Dynasty. However, it lasted them
for , miles with only one sensor failure at about 90, miles in which the car would start normally,
run for three seconds, and then die. Interesting history but mediocre and suspect cars that
carried no brand loyalty or meaning to most Americans under the several brands and models
they were sold as. Motley orphans as you put it. But, when properly sorted out as LH cars they
really were quite good. With the decent Chrysler 3. The only problem area was the AC and
Chrysler made very good on it by extending the warranty on the AC by a couple of years and
eventually replacing the entire system, after which it was very reliable. The whole Eagle tactic
was strange. Meanwhile, the modern not-K car collected dust next to Cherokees that were flying
out the door. Surprisingly, there were a few of these around my hometown of Flin Flon back in
the day. I always kinda liked the looks. Another great dry prairie find DS. I seem to recall that
like the Renault Alliance, parts were hard to find and expensive, which contributed to their
disappearance from our roads. It also began with an E and had five letters. What kind of a
shithead would ever OK the mention of a failure as colossul as the Edsel in a new car ad? Just
beyond belief. I had no idea it was offered as a Monaco, was that only in the USA? And there
also some interior pics on this archived PDF document on page I thought I knew every car that
has been offered for sale in the US since at least or so, but not the Dodge version of this car.
Took it on the highwayâ€¦very impressed with the acceleration. The interior was extremely well
equipped and comfortable. Then things went horribly wrongâ€¦somehow the brakes stopped
working so I had to shift into neutral and coast on the shoulder. Then the brakes began working
again but the engine overheated! Needless to say I did not buy the car. Yeah I test drove one
and was very impressed with the acceleration , but like you, things got nasty quick. Every light
on the dash came on. Needless to say I passed up. I drove it for 7 years!! Not 1 issue. I had it
since new, got it when I worked for Chrysler, as a company car. We all loved the Eagle Premier
to drive as employee lease car. But it did not sell well in the market. It handled well, rode well,
was comfortable, huge trunk, and looked great. Other than having blue leather, it was exactly
like this one. I absolutely loved the car. The guys in the service department would laugh, saying
that I had the only one that was still on the road. I never had a problem with it and put over ,
miles on it. Looking for a new-used car a couple of years ago, I was saddened to see that these
have all long been sent to the crusher. After my Premier, I purchased an Eagle Talon. That was a
good car too. The overhang ahead of the nose was huge and matched the space behind the rear
wheels. In some regards the car was nice looking, but awkwardly proportioned. I remember
seeing them on the lots, but not really being interested. I think I was still way more impressed
with my H body turbo than these things. When the Monaco was released Bob Lutz was caught
admonishing the press to pronounce the name mon-ahh-co, like the Europeans, not monn-a-co
like the American pronunciation. No matter how you said it, it still spelled mediocreâ€¦. The
overhangs do look pretty clumsy by standards, however in when I saw one of these in the flesh
at the overseas military sales this would be back in Guam at the time in Monaco trim, it was a
pretty attractive car. Even rarer in America was the Renault Medallion. Both were a royal blue
that looked like a hasty Maaco respray albeit the former one was blistered, peeling with surface
rust on top, cancer rust on the door edges on the bottom. Tied with the Premier. The owner of a
local Subway franchise had a Medallion somewhere between 87, when I moved into the
neighborhood, and the early 90s. I think his had the Renault badge on it, rather than Eagle. None
of these cars were all that rare in the 80s. My dad had a Medallion wagon, a Renault-badged one.
Managed to get about k out of it until the various and sundry electrical gremlins won. Believe it
or not, I saw a Fuego outside the Boeing Museum in Seattle around , I took a picture of it, let me
see if I can find it. A lady that worked for my dad had a new Renault Medallion, in gunmetal gray
with light gray interior. Before the Medallion she had a red Alliance convertible. Her family used
to buy Studebakers exclusively, then went to Rambler after Stude went out of production. I tried
to find a pix of the 2nd gen Audi vs. This will have to do. I think that Audi was better at
disguising the short dash-to-axle ratio and the fairly long overhang ahead of the front wheels
than the Renault or Giugaro design. Another car that did the long overhang well was the Subaru
Loyale, albeit on a slightly smaller scale. Newer cars have pretty long over hangs these days,
too. But the leading edges, the grilles and tailights are faired back toward the leading edge of
the front wheel, so that camouflages the length. Look at a Pontiac G6 or a Kia Optima and see
how long the distance is from the centerline of the front wheel to the leading edge of the
bumperâ€¦. As much as the car itself was relatively agricultural, I always thought Mitsubishi did
a good job on the styling of this FWD car, esp. Never owned one because of the horror stories.
All that history and knowledge is fast disappearing; I could never confirm the rumour that all the
Chrysler literature was used as landfill in Tonsley Park when Mitsi took over. But the wagon was
tantalisingly pretty for an in-betweener. And yet, we managed ,km in one. Gear linkage broke at
about ,, but aside from that we had eleven trouble-free years. A great and vastly under-rated car.

Clearly, this bad boy has been in storage for a while. I suspect you are correct. Hear me outâ€¦
-Spacious interior -Comfortable seats -Huge trunk -Balanced handling that is, sport vs. But
certainly this was an excellent design for its era. I have heard others comment at the AMC meets
that none of the Renault based cars ever show up. There is always a thundering herd of models
from the 60s and 70s. A 54 Hudson showed up a couple years ago. But never an Alliance or
Encore, let alone a Premier. I have seen one Premier on the road, owned by a neighbor in the
early 90s. Mind you this is ca. All styles, all colors. Now, there are no more. The perfect home
for rodents and spiders. Most likely stuffed inside with scrap wood, old newspapers, broken
garden tools. I have actually seen a white Encore Alliance hatchback four-door in town. Both
times it was on the road. I hope to catch up with it one of these days. It was in remarkably nice
shape. Plus, their styling was a bit outdated in the age of the Taurus and Audi Same with the
H-body cars. I remember the Monaco shown in the catalog, and do not recall seeing one on the
lot. Maybe they had one at the back of the lot, covered in dust? I do remember that there was a
Caravan with the seats that folded into a bed and a Ram Wagon in the showroom, though. The
Eagle Premier was not a junky car. I had an 89, 90, and When I worked for Chrysler, we had the
choice of cars we wanted to lease. At that time, slim pickings, if not want a minivan or Jeep.
Could get a Chrysler, Dodge or Eagle. The one I totaled in an 80 mph accident. But drives like a
sports car. Although minivans and k- car derivatives were the sellers, when offered a choice, the
staff would go to the AMC Jeep side. Premiers were fairly common. I remember them being
pretty poorly built. See my earlier post. The one in Guam. Light metallic tan with the lower
polyurethane body cladding in a slightly darker brown color. We had a Monaco back in the day. I
loved it. The interior comfort and quality reminded me of the Audi it replaced. The Audi,
however, was junk. The Monaco was pretty reliable until k or so when the reverse went out.
Given to a relative who then drove it for some time. Pretty good car for the times. Needless to
say, they did come up with some beautiful designs later, like the Alfa It was just such a bland
design with awkward proportions, as if it had been inflated in strange directions. Plus the
interior was sort of weird and cheap. In contrast, I thought the Eagle Vision, built from the bones
of this thing, was the best looking of the LH cars. The Premier may have had an early death, but
it was an organ donor for better products! Back about , the future Mrs. JPC had an 88 Accord
that got caught in a hailstorm. She test drove one of these and loved it. I do recall it being
smooth, comfortable, and decently assembled. However, I knew what a mongrel the thing was
and how big of a flop it had been. The car certainly had its appeal. I actually have seen one of
these still on the road around here, but have never been able to catch it standing still. The
essentially orphaned Premier is a sad story. I really feel that had it been sold under a more
established and reputable brand really anything from Ford to Toyota , it had the potential to be a
huge success story, much like the original Taurus. Its design was sleek, modern, and sports
sedan-looking. The interior was equally a breath of fresh air from most American cars at the
time. Great find and thanks for sharing! Also, I feel that it would have been more successful if it
had come out years earlier. In Europe, this engine has always been well respected and praised,
90 degree angle and all. So it is mystifying to me as to what specific reliability issues you are
referring to in your article. There seems to be a hobby-horse Americans love to constantly ride;
the tired and almost always groundless put downs about French quality as if American cars
were paragons themselves. Minor electrical issues aside and which were suffered in equal
measure by the Germans and the British I might add , there just never is any substance to
criticisms like the ones you make about this engine. I still have my Consumer Reports annual
auto issue, with the used car reliability tables. The Premier for scored the follwing:. I wondered
this myself, but then it occurred to me that Americans generally run their cars harder and are a
bit more neglectful in the maintenance department. Just yesterday my wife and I were out
shopping and we saw a Renault Alliance in incredible condition! It was in front of us in traffic. Is
it a Dodge Omni?!? I wonder if she knew what she had? A neighbor of mine had the Dodge
version for a few yearsâ€¦for all I know they may still have it, I saw it running around the
neighborhood last summer. A black version the this car was parked across from me in my
parking garage for many years. It was driven regularly by an older couple, despite the
overwhelming odor of unburned hydrocarbons evident whenever it ran. I was kind of surprised
a couple of years ago to see that it had been replaced by a new black Toyota Avalon. I did not
really appreciate these cars when new, or even a few years old. My dad expressed some interest
in the Monaco. To me it was way too bland and conservative, and not sporty enough. In a side
profile, it is rather similar in looks to an Audi Being older and a bit more mature, I actually like
the looks of these cars now. Were I to find a very clean, well-cared for model that had everything
fixed to be in satisfactory running condition, it might be tempting. Seems like with enough
money invested in labor and parts â€” who knows how much â€” it could be running again.
Also, was fond of the Dodge Daytona from the time they came out until they quit making them. I

did own two different Chrysler Lasers, though. Nevertheless, seeing an old Daytona like the one
parked next to the Eagle still kinda thrills and excites me. I had a 92 Monaco as a used in Worst
Car I have ever had. The 6 months I had it cost 4k in repairs. I could never get the dash lighting
to work at all. So at night I had no gauge lighting. The Alternator went south. The speed sensor
went kaput. The door lock cylinder backing piece to the rod assembly broke. The hazard flasher
switch collapsed into its mounting on the headliner near the rearview mirror. Great Design on
paper. Horrible durability and No reliability what so ever. The control layout was very goofy with
left pod mount paddle type blinker switch almost like the Dodge Daytona set up or J body
Lebaron set up. Sad part is the the Car was ready to be junked at less than 55K. To this day I
have sworn not to buy Another Mopar product. Or any newer Nissan Product since its married
to Renault. Man, this is a gruesome looking car. That car drew a lot of attention around town,
because it was so different than the other cars on our rural Wisconsin roads. I remembered how
strange the dash was with the rocker switches on the pods attached to the steering wheel.
Luckily Coach also had a gas pedal on his side, because like an idiot kid, I had my foot on the
brake pedal. I always kind of liked the Eagle Premier, despite looking awkward and French from
certain angles. I found it weird that they cloned it as the Dodge Monaco for since Dodge already
had the Dynasty. It seemed perfectly logical that it would have been more at home at Plymouth
taking up the name Gran Fury or just Fury and filling the spot vacated by the old rwd Gran Fury
that year. Interestingly, my parents got a Monaco as a rental when our Pontiac was in the shop
after being stolen and recovered wrecked. I came to the conclusion that it was dumb, and I stick
to that to this day. The Chrysler M started life as the second generation Vision before Chrysler
pulled the plug on the division. I always wondered what it would have looked like as an Eagle.
How closely would have the front end resembles the Jazz concept car? Seemed like they were
everywhere! Today, you never see one on the road. Seeing all the above comments bring back
mixed memories about a car that I still feel was technologically ahead of the curve in The 3. It
was spacious, comfortable, wore tires incredibly evenly and long how many people wish that
was the case these days?? However at about 70K miles, the transmission failed catastrophically
and attempts to have it repaired turned into a nightmare forcing me to get rid of it. I think it had
great lines. I had not seen a Premier since the early 90s, until last summer. As I recall, it had a
license plate on it, so someone was driving it, or trying to drive it. I remember taking one of
these for a test drive when I was looking for my first new car. I think the dealer had one of the
few Renault badged vehicles. The dealership seemed really desperate to get it off their lot. I
ended up buying a Camry which I kept for k miles. In I was on a contract assignment where my
supervisor drove a Premier. I never really asked her about it, but she seemed to like it. I had no
plans to trade it any time soon, but given that Peugeot had left the U. I liked the idea of a refined,
good-looking sedan with some French DNA. At some point in the next few years I did some
Internet research on the Premier, and it was clear that it was a can of worms, so that was that.
Good acceleration, relatively, probably due more to being light, good handling, stable up to an
indicated 93 mph. They were much maligned, but that was more because the automatics. Well I
have an Eagle Premier I came across with miles on it and has the V6 looking for a good home
hate to send it to junk yard many many good parts and motor runs well. I am in Colorado and if
you know of anyone wanting it make me an offer. My neighbor has a American Motors Eagle
Premier for sale it only has 77, actual miles, the only two issues it has that I am aware of is it
needs a fuel pump and the headliner is starting to drop other than that it is in outstanding
condition. Please let me know if you are interested, thank you. I have to get a Premier and have
it restored better than new, do it in Argento silver gray with tan leather interior. OMG what fun.
My friend in college had one of these in the mid s. Many, many things can and did go wrong. I
got to be good friends with junkyards all across the eastern US. You have no idea how hard it is
to find a SMEC module. The ZF transmission was another delight. Could be a simple valve body
problem right? No one knows to to troubleshoot it, rebulid it, or get parts for it. I had a 89 eagle
premier es. I was a piece of crap but my favorite car of all time. I got the car with on it drove it
for 5 years sold it with miles. Plus it was the best damn car in the snow. Id pay a fortune to have
another on preferably 92 limited. Engine oil leaks were solved by throwing the poorly-designed
gaskets on the top of the engine and using goop form-a-gasket. A persistent battery drain was
found one night when I accidentally left my battery connected I had installed a switch after no
one could figure out why the battery would drain in two days , and I happened to walk by and
saw the glove box light was on even though the glove box was closed heat damage.
Accessories locks, windows, mirrors, etc not working were traced to the wiring harness going
from the body to the door from years of opening and shutting and thereby bending the wire
harness back and forth, eventually breaking the wires in it. We have in the files area a scan of
the factory parts catalog, and the service manuals pop up on ebay. The club, as well as the
parts and service manuals, are pretty much essential if you own one of these and want to keep

it running. I can continue driving it with little trouble. Have not seen one of these in a long time
and even back in the day they were thin on the ground. Later models are supposed to be better.
While I always considered the styling of the Premier as bland, I took a test drive and one and
recall it was certainly quiet and comfortable with adequate performance. There were a few of
them on the roads around here back then. And a few months ago I saw a rather well preserved
specimen on the road. It has some engineering features worth talking about; the headlamps
were the first in the American market to use complex-shape reflectors defined by a computer
rather than simple parabolas. Now we weel seet awownd dreenking owair waahn, smucking
owair ceegarettes, sometahms seex or sevan at a tahm, eataing owair snails, wearaing owair
berets, and shrooging owair shooldairs een a deezaffected mannair! The Renix system was also
briefly applied to the 4. Back in the day, a buddy of mine loved his Comanche, but ultimately
gave it up because he felt the Renix system was a ticking time bomb. The local AMC dealer
ended up as part of the Dodge dealership that had provided patrol cars for the little town he
worked for. Since the police were pretty much restricted to the village limits just about any mid
to large four door sedan from Mother Mopar could end up in service with the 8 man PD. He liked
driving the Premier much more than the LH that replaced the Premier after the transmission self
destructed. Just was a clean design though and he said it handled well. So it was quickly
rebadged with Chrysler names and as part of a failed Eagle brand. IMO these cars were
butt-ugly and had ungainly proportions. They made the old K-cars look beautiful! Their only use
was as a platform for the LH sedans. I rented one in Philadelphia actually the office was in
run-down decrepit Chester, PA. By this time the sales failure of the Eagle was well known. It was
a taut, smooth and quiet sedan. The V6 was spirited, and handlingâ€¦indeed the whole
experienceâ€¦was more contemporary than in the Dodge Dynasty which Thrifty also offered in
the same size class. However, most of their Dynasties were four-cylinder underpowered; the
Mitsubishi V6 was far better. Controls, however, were odd. The turn signal control was
particularly strange. Like several others here, I always thought the proportions and styling of
these were a bit off. The interior was roomy, comfortable, and airy, but again the ambiance was
off-putting. Why did this car fail? A french executive got assassinated in and Renault really lost
interest in AMC thereafter. AMC dealers were a pretty ragtag bunch and had been used to the
Hornet and its ilk, which had the same technology as dirt when they appeared in Down and
place a new heater core in the box in the seat of the deceased car. Enormous inside, but also
very comfortable with good height seats and cushions, very well finished, rode very well,
handled crisply, and was sleek and luxurious. It was making a few odd noises and we pointed it
out to the used car lot and his Eastern Bloc attitude was, you want car, you buy, you no want
car, you no buy. Got a reliable cite? But it may have been a legal liability situation rather than a
government recall requirement. If someone pulled a heater core from a junked Alliance and then
got burned, Chrysler might be liable for damages, so possibly the lawyers figured they would
cover themselves this way. My weirdest AMC Alliance sighting was one in Melbourne, Australia
it was never officially sold there in the late 80s, with Virginia plates. This car failed mostly
because of Renault. I owned one. Renault opted for a zillion cheaply made dash light bulbs for
the HVAC controls. On a quiet summer Sunday, you could sit beside it right after washing the
thing and listen to it rust. The rest of the Eagle line sans the Talon was mud fence hit by a train
ugly. This car was designed to compete head to head with low end Mercedes. I had a three car
accident in my Premier in I hit a Honda and a Toyota, they both had to be towed away. I drove
away. I asked the Trooper how I could have done so much damage to the other cars, especially
the Toyota which was like a crescent moon. He said, those cars are like paper, your car is built
like a tank. The metal on my Eagle Premier seems heftier than on my Volvo. This is not
necessarily a reliable cite but at least one other person seems to believe this. Iacocca managed
to make the Mustang a major success whereas Chrysler never came close with the Barracuda.
He made the Pinto, and the Maverick, and the Granada, huge successes. The man could sell ice
to Eskimos and I believe he saw a stinker in this car in terms of reliability and reputation and
decided not to push it, but adopt it into the LH. This just really is not how recalls work. I always
thought that the Premier resembled the Audi My HS girlfriend now wife had a Vigor for a very
short time before getting a 3-year-old E46 i. I remember doing a double take when I saw the
engine bay. It was weird that Honda went through the trouble of not only engineering and
manufacturing a transmission for just one car model, but a inline-5 engine for it as well. The LH
saw a much larger volume so parts were easier to find though most of the first generation and a
lot of the second generation has all but disappeared as of recently. I drove across the country in
about and noticed a surprising number of these in roadside rest areas given the sales numbers.
A couple years later they all disappeared. As is often the case in the US no doubt reliability
issues probably did them in. Thanks for creating this page. I actually owned a Eagle Premier
Ltd. Back when they were good, before the design team ghettoed them out. Great car, but, the

Eagle Premier just had style. I am selling my Black ES Ltd. I need the garage space and have
gotten a third carâ€”and want to keep my Volvo. I have not driven it for several years and just
keep it charged up and run it once in a while. I have the replacement headlamp assembly. It has
some minor issues, like AC needing charge, heater blower motor only one speedâ€”need
resister replacement, right power mirror not work completelyâ€”motor is fine but mirror gear is
loose, horn not work, but have new horn padâ€”not installed. Tires need to be replaced due to
age of tires, even though have good tread, and spare never used. Someone has been after me
for the car for the past few years, but he jerked me around the last time I was going to sell it, so I
do not want to sell to him. I am looking for a buyer who loves the Premier and want to preserve
it for posterity. I posted it on eBay in , when I was going to move and did not think I would have
garage space anymore. I decided to keep it since I ended up with garage space I also have car
cover. And now I got another car. It has about , miles on it. Attach one picture. Seems only one
pic is allowed. If you are interested, please let me know. Your email address will not be
published. Notify me of follow-up comments by email. Notify me of new posts by email. This site
uses Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how your comment data is processed. Jason Shafer.
Posted January 7, at AM. These have intrigued me for a long time. Thanks for writing this up.
These were rare in some areas twenty years ago. Gem Whitman. Dave B. David Saunders.
Posted January 8, at AM. Morley Bolero. Posted January 7, at PM. Tom Klockau. Posted January
9, at PM. Hardboiled Eggs and Nuts. Posted March 30, at PM. Posted July 8, at AM. Chien-sheng
Tsai. Posted April 8, at PM. Stephen Cheng Chu. Posted December 28, at AM. Mary Majewski.
Posted May 12, at PM. Posted June 3, at PM. Hi Mary is your premier still for sale, please let me
know. Thank you in advance for you time. No matter how you said it, it still spelled mediocreâ€¦
At least the follow up to these were good! Billy Rockfish. Don Andreina. Posted January 8, at
PM. Old Pete. Corey Stringer. Jim G. Posted January 24, at PM. Yanns Mohrtenssen. Brendan
Saur. Ken Ramonet. John Williams. Posted January 11, at PM. Tom C. And yes, Don, very
similar to the much hated Magnaâ€¦ slab sided poc. Posted April 10, at PM. Monty Montgomery.
Posted July 5, at PM. Posted October 14, at PM. Posted March 26, at AM. Posted May 24, at PM.
Voted the worst car of all time in Dec. Posted July 17, at AM. Posted December 20, at PM.
Posted June 7, at PM. John Porter. Posted June 29, at AM. Ralph Janicki. Posted August 22, at
AM. Jody Tilford. Posted September 30, at AM. Posted July 8, at PM. Posted July 9, at AM. Joey
Kisner. Posted January 20, at AM. Marc Montoni. Posted February 7, at PM. I have a Monaco LX
version. Professi
1995 f150 radiator
cat 5e vs cat 6 wiring diagram
g5 interior
onal mechanics are absolutely clueless about them. Inspector Gadget. Posted March 30, at AM.
Daniel Stern. Famed designer Giorgetto Giugiaro â€¦Yawn, the Italian cookie cutter. Dave
Skinner. Frank Bray. So there existed Renault Premier? I must look out for some pictures
online. Mike G. Posted April 1, at PM. Roland Hughes. Posted December 12, at AM. The second
reason this car failed was because it was badged Eagle. Posted March 31, at AM. Posted April 1,
at AM. Posted April 3, at AM. Their TV commercials were also terrible. Posted April 9, at AM.
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